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Video transcoding in a Grid network with User Controlled LightPaths Eduard Grasa (1), Sergi Figuerola (1), Joaquim Recio (1), Albert López (1), Marc de Palol (1), Lluis Ribes (1), Vicente Díaz (1), Ramon Sangüesa (2), Gabriel Junyent (2), Michel Savoie (3) 1: i2Cat Foundation, Jordi Girona 29, 08034 Barcelona, Spain, E-mail: {eduard.grasa, sergi.figuerola, joaquin.recio, albert.lopez, marc.de.palol, lluis.ribes, vicente.diaz}@i2cat.net 2: Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya (UPC), E-mail: [email protected], [email protected] 3: Communications Research Centre Canada , E-mail: [email protected] Abstract GridON is an application that converts high-resolution broadcast video into MPEG-2 format, thereby reducing the file size and resolution. The application uses the User Controlled LightPaths (UCLP) software to create on-demand, end-to-end, high-bandwidth dedicated connections to access remote computers. The converted MPEG-2 files can be distributed much faster and further than the source files to these dispersed computers, for reassembly into the higher resolution format. This paper describes the demonstration that took place last September at the iGrid 2005 conference held in San Diego. As a proof of concept, we successfully demonstrated that a video transfer in a Grid network environment can be integrated with a user-controlled lightpath provisioning system. Keywords: distributed applications; network management; user-centered design.



1. GridON 1.1 Motivation GridON is a software tool developed with the support of the i2CAT Foundation. It aims to provide a video transcodification service using a Grid architecture and User Controlled LightPaths (UCLP) software for the communication of the participants in an international high-bandwidth network. It was first demonstrated at iGrid 2005. Multimedia services such as video transcodification are in high demand in the media industry. Video transcodification can be defined as the process of changing the format of a given video file (e.g. from AVI to MPEG-2). Most medium to small companies in this sector cannot afford specialized hardware to provide such services. GridON shows a way to build a collaborative transcodification service using Grid technology and lightpath enabled networks. The objectives of this project are: • • • • • • •



To provide a video transcodification service ready-for-use by the media industry. To create a proof-of-concept service for video transcodification using a Grid architecture. Efficiency: videos should be transcoded faster than by using expensive specialized hardware, while at the same time obtaining results of high or similar quality. High speed point-to-point optical networks (provisioned with UCLP) are to be used and tested at the same time as the GridON software components. The demonstration should be set up in an international distributed setting involving international long distance connections. This is a proof-of-concept of how next generation Grid services should (will) work, creating virtual organizations to provide services without caring about boundaries. To use open source tools for the creation of the project. To show that R&D results can fulfill the needs of industry partners.



The quality criterion for this demonstration is based on two points: total time of transcodification and video quality. The best performance possible by specialized hardware is the transcodification in real-time, where the transcodification time equals the duration of the video to be transcoded. GridON tries to reach this performance. The video quality can only be checked via visualization. 1.2 Software architecture The GridON design was geared to the Service Oriented Architecture (SOA [4], [5], [12]) and Web Services as recommended by Globus Toolkit 4. The first step towards an architecture definition was to design a Grid of computers offering their services through standard interfaces defined in the Web Services Description Language



(WSDL [15]). Each service uses the resource properties of the Web Service Resource Framework (WSRF [9]) to keep its internal state. The proposed architecture for GridON is described as follows (Figure 1): The client host connects to the Grid distribution center and requests the transcodification service. This client can be accessed by a Web page. An application server runs in the client machine to provide access to the Grid distribution center via the Globus Toolkit 4 libraries.



Figure 1: GridON service node type



In the Grid distribution center there are two different kinds of hosts: the splitter and the nodes. The splitter is the node where the transcodification web service is offered. It receives the video to transcode, splits it into N chunks (where N is the number of available node hosts) and sends them to the nodes. It sets up any necessary end-to-end optical connection between remote nodes. While the nodes process the fragments, the splitter host monitors the whole system and resends any unprocessed fragments in the case of a node failure. Once all the fragments have been processed, they are sent back to the splitter, where they are merged and returned to the client host. The node hosts transcode the video chunks received to the specified format and send the resulting file back to the splitter. They report any problem during the process. It was decided to have only one splitter node instead of having all the nodes offering the splitter service, since the splitting process puts a lot of constraints in terms of hardware requirements, so allowing each node to provide splitting services would cause the system to be too expensive (or the splitting process to be too slow). Originally, each Grid node was a Dell Blade2 server configured with 750 megabytes of system memory. With this configuration, the split process of a 3 GB video required a lot of hard disk access, resulting in a very slow process (almost the duration of the video to split). In order to improve this time, a RAM file system was designed in one machine to have the full video in memory and avoid the use of disk, resulting in an improvement of 3000%. The RAM file system should be big enough to keep all the video in memory. It was estimated that the RAM memory range should be between 3 GB and 5 GB considering a 3 GB video for the demo. The splitter was upgraded to 5 GB of memory and dedicated only to the splitter role explained above. 1.3 Implementation The implementation goal was the creation of a Web Service in order to provide the transcodification service. Currently, the use of Web Services is becoming the standard in the network and Grid communities, due to the independence of language, the loose coupling and the flexibility that this solution provides. The main application over Globus Toolkit 4.0 was implemented in Java. For the interaction between Java and Globus Toolkit, CoG 1.5 for Java was used.



In order to create communication channels between the client and server and between some of the nodes used in the transcodification process, we used the GridFTP service provided by the Globus Toolkit. Later on, it will be seen that this is an especially worthwhile tool since it offers the possibility of transmitting using parallel threads over the same channel. The client interface was implemented as a web page using the Java Servlets technology, so we needed an application server. In this case, the natural choice was Jakarta Tomcat. Video processing nodes used Mplayer, Transcode and Mpeg3cat. Video processing nodes turned out to be one of the most important parts of all the system, as they provided the transcodification service. Mplayer, Transcode and Mpeg3cat can be configured in a flexible way that allows the division of the original video into N chunks, the transcodification of each individual chunk and the final reassembly of the processed fragments. Below we give the details of the configuration for Mplayer, Transcode and Mpeg3cat to perform each one of the required video processing tasks. Segmentation of the video into N chunks (performed at the splitter node) • Tools used: Mplayer • Command: mencoder $original_movie –oac copy –ovc –ss $initial_second –endpos $final_second –o $output_file where: $original_movie -oac copy –ovc copy -ss $initial_second -endpos $final_second -o $output_file



location of the original movie file do not code the audio and the video, only copy them start recording at $initial_second stop recording at $final_second save the resulting file at $output_file



Transcodification of a chunk (performed at the nodes, one chunk per node) • Tools used: Transcode • Command: transcode –i $input_file –o $output_file –x mplayer,null –y mpeg2enc,null –F 8 where: -i $input_file -o $output_file -x mplayer,null -y mpeg2enc,null -F 8



location of the input file (raw data) location of the output file (MPEG-2) mplayer chooses the video codec of the output file, do not care about the audio the video codec of the output file must be MPEG-2, no audio MPEG-2 quality flag, set to DVD quality



Reassembly of the chunks into a single video file (performed at the splitter node) • Tools used: Mpeg3cat • Command: mpeg3cat –o $output_file $chunk1 $chunk2 … $chunkN where: -o $output_file location of the output file $chunk1 … $chukN location of the N MPEG-2 chunks The main problem was working with WS-Notification [8]. WS-Notification is a family of specifications that define a standard web service approach to notification using a topic-based publish/subscribe pattern. Under the GridON scheme the client must be aware in real-time of what is happening in the server, so notifications are a must. The documentation of Globus with respect to notifications is scanty and it was impossible to make notifications as described in their work. Because of this, GridON implements its own notification system based on Servlets at the client side, and http requests at the server side via messages describing the state of the nodes and the transcodification process.



Due to this, a Tomcat server was necessary at the client side, which lead to another problem. Some of the Tomcat libraries are not compatible with some of the Globus libraries, so when the client tried to communicate with the Web Service it used the Tomcat ones, leading to an error. The solution was to start the Tomcat server from the Globus Toolkit home directory. It is a bit odd, but it was the solution provided by some Globus developers.



2. UCLP 2.1 Motivation As described by Bill St. Arnaud (senior director of Research Networks, CANARIE), UCLP [2], [6], [7], [10] is a tool that acts as a configuration and partition manager that exposes each lightpath in a physical network and each network element associated with a lightpath as an 'object' or 'service' that can be put under the control of different network users to create their own IP network topologies. Using such a tool, several network operators can make part of their resources available to end users so that they can decide when they want to create/delete end to end connections or change the network topology (hence User Controlled Light Paths). UCLP was born to satisfy the requirements of certain applications that cannot be implemented using centralized network management tools. Some of these applications are: •



Customer controlled and managed networks. Universities, regional networks, governments and large enterprises are building their own communication networks under condominium agreements. Participants in such agreements join efforts to buy physical infrastructures together (dark fiber, wavelengths, equipment). Each institution gets a part of the resources proportional to its initial investment. Each institution wants to manage its resources independently from all the others, having the capability of implementing its own topology discovery or protection mechanisms and being able to offer its customers added value services.



•



Dedicated IP networks. Current IP networks are optimized for thousands of clients with relatively small traffic flows. All over the world, small communities are emerging who need to interchange high amounts of traffic at a high data rate (Grid applications, e-science, sensor and instrument networks [13], [14]). These communities cannot use the public Internet to carry out their experiments; they need dedicated IP networks where routers and computers running high-end applications have dedicated end to end links. The problem with these links is that they must span several network domains belonging to different operators without the link quality being affected (which is very hard to guarantee using network protocols designed to work intradomain).



•



User controlled traffic engineering. UCLP allows local and/or regional network managers to apply their own traffic engineering policies. Using UCLP they can create new BGP paths between two networks creating a direct optical connection. Big companies and regional networks can be interconnected directly using a peering point instead of a hierarchical IP network.



2.2 Software architecture The UCLP system is divided into federations. A federation is a logical partition composed by heterogeneous resources of different networks (SONET/SDH, WDM, Ethernet, GMPLS) that are under the control of a single administrator (the federation administrator). UCLP represents all network resources (slots, fibers) as software objects. There are two basic objects: •



LigthPath Object: Represents a lightpath (a dedicated link between two network elements).



•



Resource Object: Represents a slot/port/channel in a network element (SONET/SDH, WDM, Ethernet, OUNI).



Figure 2: Services in a UCLP federation.



Each federation has a number of software services (Figure 2) to manage the physical resources and to provide the functionality required by the federation users, which can be the administrator (who needs to manage the physical resources as well as the user accounts) or normal users (who need to manage their connections). These software services have been implemented using Jini (a Java technology designed to build distributed systems in a simple fashion). These services include: •



GSAP (Grid Services Access Point): OGSA clients’ access point to the system (being either humans or Grid applications).



•



JSAP (Jini Services Access Point): Jini clients’ access point to the system (being either humans or Grid applications). Coordinates the calls to other services.



•



LPOS (LightPath Object Services): Creates, deletes and manages the lifecycle of lightpath objects.



•



SCS (Switch Communication Services): Creates and deletes the resource objects. Sends messages to and receives from a switch or network cloud using a specific network protocol (SNMP, CLI, TL1, O-UNI).



•



JavaSpace: Database where objects are stored.



•



JLS (Jini Lookup Service): Service registry through which the other services in a federation talk (to themselves and to other federation’s services).



3. GridON and UCLP integration 3.1 Design concept As explained before, GridON is based on an SOA application that uses existing services and new ones to provide the functionality it was designed for. In this context, it is natural to see UCLP as another service that is part of the application itself and that provides high-speed worldwide network connectivity.



3.2 Software architecture and implementation UCLP was also designed with the SOA philosophy in mind, and its default implementation provides an OGSA compliant interface (called the GSAP, see Figure 2) for Globus Toolkit 3 clients. GridON is a Globus Toolkit 4 application, so the only step required to integrate UCLP with the other GridON services was to migrate from the UCLP OGSA interface to a WSRF interface. Due to time constraints, only two methods of the UCLP interface were implemented using the Globus Toolkit 4 libraries: connectionRequest (used to set up an end to end connection) and connectionDelete (used to tear down an end to end connection), because these are the only UCLP functions required by GridON. The connectionRequest operation needs three parameters: •



• •



ConnectionDetails: A “string” that is the result of the XML serialization of a “ConnectionDetails” object. ConnectionDetails contains the following information: o Bandwidth: Bandwidth of the connection. o LeaseTime: Duration of the connection (in ms). o UserID: UserID of the user that requests the connection. SourceID: Identifier of the source endpoint of the connection. DestinationID: Identifier of the destination endpoint of the connection.



The connectionDelete operation needs two parameters: • •



UserID: Identifier of the user that requests the deletion of the connection (only the user that has requested a connection can delete it). ConnectionID: Identifier of the connection that the user wants to delete.



Every time GridON wants to make a connection, it calls the connectionRequest method of the UCLP WSRF interface, and stores the connection identifier that this method returns. When GridON wants to delete a connection, it calls the connectionDelete method of the UCLP WSRF interface, passing as a parameter the previously stored connection identifier.



4. iGrid 2005 demonstration 4.1 Initial scenario Figure 3 illustrates the scenario designed for the iGrid demo. GridON was configured in the following way: • • •



Client host: One client host located in San Diego (USA). Splitter host: One splitter host located in Barcelona (Spain). Node host: Ten node hosts, seven located in Barcelona (Spain) and three located in Ottawa (Canada).



The UCLP Server was located in Barcelona, and had to dynamically configure 2 connections: •



San Diego – Barcelona: This 500 Mbps connection spanned five network domains: the iGrid 2005 network, CA*net 4, GÉANT, redIRIS /CESCA and the OptiCAT (i2CAT’s experimental optical network). UCLP dynamically provisioned 9 network elements to set up this connection: 1 ONS 15454 Multiservice Transport Platform at the iGrid meeting venue, 6 ONS 15454 platforms from CA*net 4 and 2 OPTeraMetro 5200 DWDM Multiservice Platforms from the OptiCAT. The connectivity through GÉANT and redIRIS was manually pre-provisioned through an LSP (Label Switched Path).



•



Barcelona – Ottawa: This 500 Mbps connection spanned four network domains: the OptiCAT, RedIRIS/CESCA, GÉANT and CA*net4. UCLP dynamically provisioned 5 network elements to set up this connection: 2 OPTeraMetro 5200 platforms from the OptiCAT and 3 ONS 15454 platforms from CA*net 4. Again, the connectivity through GÉANT and redIRIS was manually pre-provisioned through an LSP (Label Switched Path).



Figure 3: Initial demo scenario.



4.2 Demo storyboard The storyboard (that is, the expected sequence of events) that was designed for the GridON/UCLP demo is the following. Firstly, a user launches the GridON servlet, where he can choose the high definition video he/she aims to convert to MPEG-2 and submits the request to the GridON client host. The client host makes two calls to the UCLP server to create the two end to end connections mentioned in Section 4.1 (San Diego to Barcelona and Barcelona to Ottawa). When the connection is set up, the client host sends the video file to the splitter host, using the GridFTP service. Once the splitter has the video, this is partitioned into ten segments, and each segment sent to a node (either in Ottawa or in Barcelona). Each node converts its segment to MPEG-2 and sends the result back to the splitter node, which in turn reassembles the video and sends the file back to the client in San Diego using GridFTP again. Finally, the client host tells the UCLP server to turn down the two connections. 4.3 Problems and solutions Problems arised mainly due to the fact that very little time could be dedicated to test the real demonstration scenario. Many tests were successfully carried out at the i2CAT experimental labs in Barcelona, but the real WAN (Wide Area Network) was not tested until two days before the first demo, because the international connectivity was not available until that date. 4.3.1 TCP Performance The successful tests carried out in Spain were performed with a very low latency (1 ms or less). Once the international wide area network was set up and the demo team was in San Diego, it was discovered that the GridFTP application only reached a performance of 2 to 3 Mbps, which implied file transmission times of about 30 minutes (the video file size to be used for the demo was of 4 GigaBytes). Using the “ping” application an RTT (Round Trip Time) of 225 ms was measured between San Diego and Barcelona, and an RTT of 160 ms was measured between Barcelona and Ottawa. Problems with TCP performance in high speed, long distance networks are well known and documented [3], [11]. So the first solution was trying to increase the size of the TCP window. Several tests with “iperf” were performed between San Diego and Barcelona, the result being that the maximum TCP throughput was of about



16 Mbps and that this throughput didn’t increase for TCP window sizes bigger than 1 Mbyte. The final solution came after examining the GridFTP API (Application Programmable Interface). This API allows to program the number of parallel TCP sessions that GridFTP uses to send a file between two remote hosts. So the solution was to use as many TCP parallel sessions as needed to use as efficiently as possible the 500 Mbps bandwidth. Through the API only 40 parallel sessions could be set, if more sessions were set the Java Virtual Machine stopped working. This configuration provided for a throughput of 130 Mbps, which still was not enough. The final workaround was to use external calls to the GridFTP script, and to set the number of parallel TCP flows to 300. With this configuration a throughput of 400 Mbits per second was achieved, enough for the demo purposes. Table 1 shows the minimum (theoretical limit) 2.7 gigabyte video file transmission time in each of these three situations: using only one TCP stream (initial scenario), using 40 parallel TCP streams (calls to the GridFTP Java API scenario) and using 300 parallel TCP streams (calls to GridFTP through a script). Scenario Single TCP stream GridFTP called through Java API GridFTP called through a script



Number of parallel TCP streams 1 40 300



Throughput (Mbps) 2.5 130 400



Minimum transmission time (seconds) 8640 166 54



Table 1: Network throughput and video file minimum transmission time depending on the number of parallel TCP streams



4.3.2 Canada Nodes Due to time constraints, the solution to the TCP performance problem could only be implemented in the San Diego to Barcelona path, but not in the Barcelona to Ottawa path. As a consequence, transmitting the video segments to the Ottawa nodes was a very slow operation (when all the nodes in Barcelona had finished processing their segments, the first node in Ottawa was still receiving it), that made the whole transcodification process inefficient. The decision not to use the Ottawa nodes was adopted. 4.4 Demo results and conclusion The final demo scenario is that of Figure 3, but without the Ottawa nodes. Consequently only one end to end lightpath between San Diego and Barcelona was established (the second one was not needed any more). Table 2 shows the parameters of the initial and resulting video files. The compression rate achieved by the transcoding process was of about 95 %, keeping the same resolution and frame rate as the original video file. Parameter Format Size Duration Resolution Frame Rate Relative Size



Original Video File RAW Uncompressed Video 2798863296 Bytes 179 seconds 720 x 756 25 fps 1



Transcoded Video File MPEG 1/2 Video passthrough 151316106 Bytes 179 seconds 720 x 756 25 fps 0.054



Table 2: Parameters of the original and the transcoded video files



Table 3 shows the time spent in each part of the transcodification process. The median end to end connection setup time achieved by UCLP between San Diego and Barcelona was 20 seconds, mainly due to the equipment response time (the ONSs and the OPTeras). It is interesting to note that, although small setup times are not the main objective of UCLP, this is quite a reasonable result for a connection involving nine network elements distributed across the US, Canada and Spain. The throughput achieved by GridFTP was 400 Mbps, so the 2.7 Gigabyte video file transmission time was 73 seconds (the theoretical limit is 54 seconds, but it was a little more due to the TCP slow start mechanism). Throughput measurements were carried out using the “iptraf” utility. Task Set up end to end connection between San Diego and Barcelona (UCLP)



Time (in seconds) 20



Transmit the original video file to the splitter node (Barcelona) Split the video file into 7 chunks of 400 Mbytes (and send the 6 first segments) Send a chunk of to a node to be transcoded (through a shared GigE link) Transcode a chunk of raw video into MPEG-2 Send a MPEG-2 chunk (21.6 Mbytes) to the splitter node (through a shared GigE link) Reassemble the 7 MPEG-2 chunks into a single MPEG-2 file Transmit the MPEG-2 video back to the client node (San Diego) Tear down the end to end connection between San Diego and Barcelona (UCLP) Total



73 97 9 75 2 8 10 15 309



Table 3: Time spent in each task of the transcoding process



The goal of the demonstration, besides showing the feasibility of the application, was to try to reach the performance of specialized hardware, this is, the duration of the overall process should have been the duration of the video file. As shown in Table 3, the transcodification process was completed in 309 seconds, which is almost two times the duration of the video file. The bottlenecks of the process were basically the following: •



•



•



High transmission time of the raw video file. This problem could be mitigated by having more bandwidth and better fine-tunning the TCP window sizes of the nodes participating in the transmission. Another solution would be to use another transport protocol optimized for massive data transmission. The splitter. As there is only one splitter node, the process of dividing the original video file into N chunks could not be parallelized. Having more splitter nodes would improve the overall performance, but would also increase the cost of the system (note that the splitter is the most expensive node). The nodes. Again, if better hardware was used (faster processors, more RAM memory), a better transcodification time would be achieved, but increasing the system cost.



Specialized hardware performance is very hard to reach, especially when the video file to transcode has a very high quality (and thus the file size is very big in relation to the video duration). However GridON can reach a reasonable performance at a much lower cost, because the hardware is less expensive and, more important, it can be shared through the use of Grid technology.



5. Lessons learned and future work The major lesson learned is that you shouldn’t expect your applications to behave the same way when they are used in a local area network than when they are used in a wide area network. The network really has an impact on the application behaviour, so it is important to make the application “network-aware”, so that it can adapt to different network conditions. Another important lesson is that, if you are planning to do a demo, you should have a testing environment as close to the real one as possible. Problems are always better solved when you are at your facilities testing in a relaxed environment. If we were preparing the same demo again we would do the following things differently: • Design the application thinking that it will be deployed in a WAN where the nodes can be anywhere in the world. If the application behaves well in such an environment it will also behave well if all the nodes are in the same local area network. • Request and set up the international lightpaths as soon as possible. We got the lightpaths in place only one day before flying to San Diego, which didn’t allow us to test the international WAN until three days before the demo. • Ship all the equipment you need to the meeting venue, or, even better, take it with you in the plane (whenever this is possible). We used a personal computer provided by the organization to install some software components of the GridON application. The problem was that the computer was shared with 3 other teams, so we could only conduct tests 25% of the day. Some people shipped the equipment to the meeting venue, but they had also some problems: part of the equipment had problems at customs and did not arrive on time for the demo. • Assign one person full time to do all the application and network performance measurements. We thought that the people installing and testing the application at the meeting venue would also have time to make all the measurements. Once in San Diego, the only concern of the people at the meeting was to make the application work, so very little time was devoted to measure the network and the application.



As for future work, we are working in three research lines: •



GridON improvement. GridON will evolve from the current “proof-of-concept” implementation to a precommercial one. Several aspects will be improved: dedicated nodes to segment the video files, as well as any specialized hardware, will be avoided; the transcodification scripts will be improved and all the Globus pre-web services components will be migrated to Globus Web Services components.



•



UCLPv2. UCLPv2 [1] will provide a set of “network building blocks”, implemented with Web Services, that will partition the physical network infrastructure into several virtual routers, switches, cross-connects, lightpaths, interfaces and instruments. Users will be able to link these building blocks together and integrate them into their applications using the WS-Workflow technology (mainly the Business Process Engineering Language, BPEL).



•



GridON and UCLP integration. In the demo the calls to the UCLP system were “hardcoded” into the GridON client host. GridON must be made smart enough so that it is capable of discovering the presence and the availability of the UCLP services and use them when the application really requires it.
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